
Drugs light identification dispenser
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CYBER LIGHT
DISPENSER

Let your pharmacy  Let your pharmacy  
take flight towards easy and take flight towards easy and 
smart automationsmart automation

Modernise your pharmacy
Cyber Light Dispenser easily integrates into every 
pharmacy and it perfectly adapts to the existing 
layout

Guided refilling   machine back side

Drugs are quickly and safely intro-
duced into the channels, thanks to 
«Stock to light Sentinel» technology, 
on the back side of the machine. 
Led lights guide the operator to the 
right drug location.                      

Take into account that picking and 
refilling can be carried out at the 
same time, without any interference. 

Needed medications list prepared 
through e-prescription registration 
or even through data manual input. 

Touch screenTouch screen
Panel controls and simplifies every Panel controls and simplifies every 
activity.activity.

CLD replaces 
drawers

Inventory in real 
time

One color for every  
pharmacist.

Picking and refilling 
achieveble at the 
same time. 

CLD identifies drugs to be picked 
thanks to Led-light. A specific light 
colour is assigned to every 
pharmacist, so that many 
pharmacists can pick products at the 
same time.

Light guiding the Light guiding the 
pharmacist pharmacist 
Drugs picking identified and guided by Drugs picking identified and guided by 
Led-lights.Led-lights.

Guided Picking    machine front side
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Capacity:
- up to 500 references
- up to 2560 pieces
Occupied area 0.63 m2

Capacity:
- up to 500 references
- up to 6000 pieces
Occupied area  1.57 m2

Capacity:
- up to 500 references
- up to 4000 pieces
Occupied area  0.94 m2

Capacity:
- up to 1050 references
- up to 5300 pieces
Occupied area 1.15 m2

Capacity:
- up to 1000 references
- up to 12000 pieces
Occupied area  2.87 m2

Capacity:
- up to 1000 references
- up to 8000 pieces
Occupied area  1.72 m2

Capacity:
- up to 1590 references
- up to 7950 pieces
Occupied area  1.66 m2

Capacity:
- up to 1500 references
- up to 18000 pieces
Occupied area  4.15 m2

Capacity:
- up to1500 references
- up to 12000 pieces
Occupied area  2.49 m2

Capacity:
- up to 2120 references
- up to10600 pieces
Occupied area  2.26 m2

Capacity:
- up to 2000 references
- up to24000 pieces
Occupied area  5.67 m2

Capacity:
- up to 2000 references
- up to 16000 pieces
Occupied area  3.40 m2

CLS - 1C

CLS - 2C

CLS - 3C

CLS - 4C

CLS - 1C-5

CLS - 2C-5

CLS - 3C-5

CLS - 4C-5

CLS - 1C-8

CLS - 2C-8

CLS - 3C-8

CLS - 4C-8

CLS - 1C-12

CLS - 2C-12

CLS - 3C-12

CLS - 4C-12

canals mm 500 canals mm 800 canals mm 1200CLD Cyber Light Dispenser


